Ordered attributed grammars are defined as a large subclass of semantically well-defined attributed grammars proposed by Knuth. An attributed grammar is ordered if for each symbol a partial order over the associated attributes can be given, such that in any context of the symbol the attributes are evaluable in an order which includes that partial order. The definition does not refer to a predefined strategy for attribute evaluation, e.g. several passes from left to right. For each attributed grammar evaluable by any predefined evaluation strategy such an order exists. The ordering property can be checked by an algorithm, which depends polynomially in time on the size of the input grammar. "Visit-sequences" are computed from the attribute dependencies given by an ordered attributed grammar. They describe the control flow of an algorithm for attribute evaluation which can be part of an automatically generated compiler.
Introduction
Attributed grammars (AGs) are a well suited means for a complete definition of a programming language, including all statically determinable properties of the language. In [9, 10] The semantic rules of an AG are well-defined if and only if there is no sentence of the language with circularly dependent attributes. In [4] it was proven that the decision whether an AG is well-defined is an intrinsical exponential problem.
In this paper we introduce "ordered attributed grammars" (OAGs) as a subclass of WAGs. Grammars of this class are characterized by the following condition: For each symbol of the grammar a partial order over the associated attributes can be defined, such that in any context of the symbol the attributes are evaluable in that order. Such grammars have several desirable properties with respect to the definition of programming languages and to automatic generation of compilers: -An OAG is well-defined in the sense of [9] . -The class of OAGs is defined without any assumption on the strategy for attribute evaluation, e.g. one or more passes over the program from left to right as for example in [1] . Furthermore for all AGs of a class based on predefined evaluation strategies such an order exists. -For an OAG one can automatically construct compiler algorithms evaluating the attributes of any sentence of the language. -The class of OAGs is sufficiently large for programming language definition.
The context dependencies of programming languages can usually be defined by OAGs. The dependencies between the properties (attributes) of a language element define a partial order in each possible context. In general the superposition of these partial orders result in a new partial or linear order. In this sense the condition for the subclass is natural. -It is decidable whether an AG is ordered. The time needed for that decision and for the computation of the order depends polynomially on the input grammar. The analysis of OAGs for usual programming languages can be done in reasonably short time.
Compiler generating systems based on different subclasses of AGs already exist ( [-2, 11, 12, 14] ). In order to generate complete compilers the AGs are extended such that they describe the code to be generated for a target machine. (Different approaches are discussed in [6, 16, 17] .) A generator based on OAGs (GAG) is currently being implemented by the author. A rather complete bibliography on AGs is found in [-15] .
In Sect. 2 the notation of AGs and an example is given, which is referred to in further sections. Section 3 defines the condition for OAGs and how to check it. The position of OAGs within the hierarchy of classes of AGs is shown in Sect. 4 . The ordering property of an OAG is used in Sect. 5 for computing tree walk rules (called "visit-sequences") for attribute evaluation. They can be implemented in automatically generated compilers as shown in Sect. 6 . In Sect. 7 we give an abstract algorithm for checking whether an AG is ordered and computing the visit-sequences and discuss its complexity.
Attributed Grammars
In this section we introduce our notation for AGs. It differs to some degree from other notations used in literature in order to achieve completeness and readability.
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As an example for further reference we consider the definition of a small expression language.
An AG is based on a context-free grammar which is augmented by attributes, functions defining values of attributes, and conditions over attributes. Each attribute describes a property of a language element, which is defined by a function in a context dependent manner. The conditions restrict the combinations of these properties according to static semantics.
An AG is defined by a 5-tupel
AG=(G, A, VAL, SF, SC).
G =(N, T, S, P) is a reduced context-free grammar, where N is the set of nonterminal symbols, T is the set of terminal symbols, V = N v V is the vocabulary of the grammar, SeN is the start symbol, and P is the set of syntactic rules. Each syntactic rule peP has the form
p=Xo:X1...X,v , np>O
Xi denotes an occurrence of a symbol of N for i=0 and of Vfor i>0. In the following X~ will always denote an occurrence of a symbol X in such a rule p. The qualification of the index 0 <i<_ np will be implied.
A is a set of attributes. Each attribute is associated to exactly one symbol Xe V. A x is the set of attributes associated to X. The values defined for the attribute occurrences are taken from a set of possible values, the domain of the attributes: DOM (X i 9 a)= DOM(X. a), for X = X i. VAL is the set of the domains of all attribute values:
For each X i 9 a of the set of defining occurrences
AFp= {X i 9 a[(i--O and aeAS) or (i>0 and aeAI)} there is exactly one function in SFp defining the value of Xi. a. Thus it is ensured that the value of each attribute is determined uniquely in any context. The set of applied occurrences (not defined by SFp) is
The attribute values are statically defined by the semantic functions, comparable to the objects and functions of the lambda calculus. The functions must not be looked upon as algorithms on variable attributes! Let s be a sentence of L(G) which is derived by
S~u Yy~quvXx y~ruvwx y~s.
A node K representing the symbol X in the structure tree for s is called an instance of X denoted by K x. For each attribute X 9 a an attribute instance K x 9 a is associated to K x. The values of the inherited attribute instances of K x are defined by functions in SFq, the values of the synthesized ones by functions in SF~. A structure tree augmented by the attribute instances is called an attributed structure tree. SC is a set of semantic conditions, one associated to each rule p:
A sentence s6L(G) is a sentence of the language L(AG) iff for each application of a rule p in the derivation of s the values of the corresponding attribute instances meet the condition SCp. The following discussions are restricted to attribute dependencies determining the evaluation order. As semantic conditions and the domains of attribute values do not influence the attribute dependencies they are not considered here. In an actual language definition or compiler generation domains correspond to data types of modern high level programming languages.
(For more details see [-7] .) As an example for further reference we consider the definition of a simple expression language. The example covers four of the most important context sensitive properties of languages: scope rules, mode checking, coercion and operator identification. In addition an optimizing method (constant folding) is incorporated in a very simple way. We use an informal notation which can be converted into a systematic description language [-7] .
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The following attributes are used: description a pair (identifier, mode) describing a defined object; access the set of descriptions of declared objects visible from the syntactic unit in question; primode the mode (int or real) of a syntactic unit before applying coercion; postmode the mode of a syntactic unit, determined by the outer context (coercion will yield this mode); evaluable indicates whether the value of the syntactic unit can be computed statically; value the value of the syntactic unit if it is computable statically; id a unique representation of an identifier denotation. (v) converts an integer value to a real value. Rule P2 describes the block structure of the language. For simplification only one declaration and one statement are allowed in each block. The scope rules described by the attribute access are defined as usual for block structured languages. The first semantic function of P2 says that the declared identifier must not be applied in the declaration part. In order to enlarge the complexity of attribute dependencies the mode of a declared identifier is not given explicitly in rule P9. It is determined by the mode of the initialization expression.
There are no semantic functions defining the attributes identifier, id, intconstant, value, and realconstant, value. Such attributes of terminal symbols are implicitly defined by the symbol text. Semantic conditions are headed by condition. transfer in P8 is a shorthand notation for semantic functions which define corresponding attributes of expression and primary to have the same value.
Deciding Whether Attributed Grammars are Ordered
In this section we introduce a method for deciding whether a given AG is ordered. The method is based on the graph representation of dependency relations between attributes which was introduced by Knuth in [9] . The essential problem is to reduce a condition stated for the dependencies in the (infinite) set of sentences of a grammar to another condition stated for the dependencies between the finite set of attributes. The problem is solved by "projection" of the attribute dependencies in sentences into dependency relations associated to syntactic rules and symbols.
The basic idea of OAGs is the following: For each symbol X ~ V of a given AG a partial order DS x over the attributes A x is constructed. (DS abbreviates dependencies between attributes of symbols.) It determines an evaluation order for 236 U. Kastens the attributes, applicable in any context X occurrs in. (X. a, X. b)~DS x indicates that an attribute instance Kx" a must be evaluated before Kx" b (of the same Kx) for any symbol instance K x in any structure tree. If neither (X.a, X. b) nor (X. b, X-a) is in DS x, the evaluation order of corresponding attribute instances can be chosen arbitrarily for any Kx.
The existence of such an order is a sufficient but not neccessary condition for the well-definedness of the AG (see Sect. 4). The relation DS x must comprise all direct and indirect dependencies, which may be derived from any possible context of X. Furthermore for different symbol occurrences in the same context the relations must be compatible with the dependencies between the attribute occurrences.
The evaluation order DS x is the base for the construction of a flexible and efficient attribute evaluation algorithm. It is closely adapted to the particular attribute dependencies of the AG. The principle is demonstrated here, for details see Sect. 5. Assume that an instance of X is derived by
S~u Yy--*pu vXx y--*q u v wx y~s.
Then the corresponding part of the structure tree is
An attribute evaluation algorithm traverses the structure tree using the operations "move down to a descendant node" (e.g. from Ky to Kx) or "move up to the ancestor node" (e.g. from Kx to Ky). During a visit of a node Ky some attributes of AFp are evaluated according to semantic functions of SFp, if p is applied at Ky. In general several visits to each node are needed until all attributes are evaluated. A local tree walk rule is associated to each p. It is a sequence of instructions of three types: move up to the ancestor, move down to a certain descendant, and evaluate a certain attribute. The relations DSx act as "interfaces" between visit-sequences, assuring that the visit-sequences for a tree node and for its descendants fit together in the following sense: A move down from K~ to Kx is made in order to evaluate the attributes of a certain subset of AS x. Their values can be used for further evaluations of functions in SFp after the traversal has returned to Ky. The existence of such a relation DS x assures that the subset is the same for all rules q deriving X. Correspondingly after a move to K x the subset of AI x of additionally evaluated attributes is the same for each occurrence of X on the righthand side of any rule p. Therefore each DS x must define a linear order over subsets of Ax, which contain alternatingly inherited and synthesized attributes only. In general DSx is partially ordered, since the evaluation order within each subset is not relevant for the interface. The AG is an OAG, if a dependency relation DS with the properties discussed above can be constructed according to the following definitions. Figure 1 shows the graph DS for our example. The relations DPp for our example are given in Fig. 2 by the heavy lines only. A dependency graph over the attribute instances in a structure tree for a sentence can be constructed by "pasting together" graphs DPp according to the applications of rules p in the derivation of the sentence. Figure 3 shows such a graph for a sentence of our example.
In the next step we construct a dependency relation IDP over attribute occurrences. IDP is defined recursively: Starting from DP a direct or indirect dependency between attributes of one symbol occurrence induces a dependency between corresponding attributes of all occurrences of that symbol.
In the following we use the notation D + for the non reflexive transitive closure of D. In the graph representation an arc (a, b) is in D + iff an oriented path from a to b is in D. The construction of IDP "projects" indirect dependencies into dependencies between attribute occurrences. These dependencies are extracted in the next step. On the other hand (X. a, X. b)elDS does not imply that a dependency exists in any structure tree between corresponding attribute instances. In that sense IDS is "pessimistic". The graphs IDS x for our example are given in Fig. 2 Note. The disjoint partition could have been as well defined starting with the attributes evaluable first. In that case we had to decide whether the first subset contains inherited or synthesized attributes, i.e. whether attribute evaluation starts at the root or at the leafs of the tree. This assumption is not needed in Definition 4. The disjoint partitions for our example are shown Fig. 4 . In the last step we complete the dependency relation IDP according to the completion of IDS, in order to check that the completion does not cause cycles. DS is said to be compatible with the attribute dependencies if EDP is acyclic. An AG is arranged orderly by ADS if the AG together with DS' is an OAG.
An AG is arranged orderly, if ADS has the following property: It contains arcs (X 9 b, X. a) such that in each cycle of the original EDP at least one arc (Xi.a, X i 9 b) is replaced by (Xi" b, X i 9 a) , and no new cycles are introduced. In general the computation of an ADS with that property is a combinatorial problem of high complexity. An algorithmic solution shall not be discussed here because the problem has little practical relevance for AGs defining programming languages. For some restricted classes of AGs ADS can be given easily (see next section).
Hierarchial Classification of Attributed Grammars
In this section we compare OAGs with other classes of AGs with respect to the complexity of the expressible attribute dependencies. The expressive power of OAGs is larger than that of any class of AGs defined by a fixed evaluation strategy. The definitions of the classes below the line are based on an apriori defined evaluation strategy, whereas for those above the line evaluation strategies must be computed from the attribute dependencies. In the following we shall discuss the relations between these classes. By simple examples it will be shown that the inclusions are strict. The definition of absolutely noncircular AGs [8] can be derived from Definition 2 for OAGs:
An AG is an ANCAG iff the following dependency relation is acyclic: Obviously IDP-ANCAGc_IDP, and for some AGs this inclusion is strict. Thus OAGcANCAG is a strict inclusion. Figure 6 gives an example for an ANCAG which is not an OAG. For each AG which is not well-defined there exists an attributed structure tree containing a cycle. Therefore IDP-ANCAG is cyclic and the AG is not absolutely noncircular. Figure 7 shows the dependencies of an AG, which is well-defined but not absolutely noncircular. Thus ANCAGc_WAG is a strict inclusion.
IDP-AN CAG = U IDPf
Several classes of AGs are defined by apriori fixed strategies for attribute evaluation, such that for each sentence of L(G) all attributes can be evaluated in a certain number of passes over the structure tree. The most restrictive class contains the S-AGs defined in [13] . They only allow for synthesized attributes, which are evaluable in a single bottom-up pass.
Obviously they are included in 1-PAGs (called L-AGs in [13] ), which are evaluable in a single top-down left to right pass. In [1] 1-PAGs are generalized to n-PAGs: For each a~A there is a number 1 _<k,__< n such that any instance of a in any structure tree is evaluated in the k,-th top-down left to right pass. The number of passes needed is the maximum number k,.
A further generalization leads to m-APAGs, which are evaluable in m alternating top-down passes: the i-th pass proceeds from left to right (right to left) if i is odd (even). For each n-PAG there is an m<=2n-1 such that it is an m-APAG, too. Figure 8 shows a situation for which the m-APAG condition holds but not the n-PAG condition for any n.
An m-APAG is an OAG or can be turned into an OAG by augmenting dependencies. For any m-APAG IDP and IDS are acyclic. If the completion of IDS leads to cyclic EDP, the AG can always be arranged orderly:
Let k, be the number of the pass which evaluates the attribute a according to the APAG strategy. Since the passes proceed top-down any instance K x 9 a is 244 U. Kastens From Definition 3 follows that IDSclDS-APAG for all m-APAGs. Hence in the OAG check neither IDP nor IDS can be cyclic. In a situation as shown in Fig. 5 the completion of IDS causes EDP to be cyclic. In any such case the AG can be arranged orderly by ADS=IDS-APAG. So the class of m-APAGs is included in the class of OAGs in the sense that each m-APAG can be arranged orderly. The inclusion is strict because there are OAGs which can not be evaluated in m alternating passes for any m. Such AGs contain recursive syntactic rules with attribute dependencies such that the number of evaluation passes is determined by the unlimited recursion depth (as shown in Fig. 9 ).
Visit-Sequences for Ordered Attributed Grammars
OAGs (and the larger classes as well) do not imply a predefined strategy for the walk through the structure tree during attribute evaluation. For each grammar of this class a special evaluation algorithm can be constructed based on the attribute dependencies. Such an algorithm implements the semantic analysis of a compiler for the defined language. It is independent of the compilation of any particular sentence; therefore it can be constructed at time of compiler generation. The situation is similar to the construction of a parsing algorithm from syntactic definitions.
The construction is based on the following idea: For each rule pep a visitsequence VSp is computed. A visit-sequence is a local tree walk rule applied at each node of the structure tree, which is derived by p. It describes the order of visits to surrounding nodes and of evaluations of semantic functions between those visits. (It is assumed that the semantic functions are translated conveniently into the implementation language of the compiler. Only the applicability of the functions according to the attribute dependencies is considered here.)
The ordering property of an attributed grammar yields both a rather simple construction of the visit sequences, and a rather simple implementation of the attribute evaluation algorithm. The visit-sequences for OAGs are linear sequences of actions (node visits and attribute evaluations). The next action to be executed at evaluation time is completely determined by its predecessor. The comparable evaluation rules for ANCAGs ([-8] and [3] ) are partially ordered graphs. The next executable action is determined by its predecessor and a context dependent set of attributes already evaluated. Thus the evaluation algorithm is simpler for OAGs than for ANCAGs (see Sect. 6).
The construction of the visit-sequences is based on the dependency relation EDP defined in Sect. 3. As attribute evaluation may be done interleaved with the construction of the structure tree, we shall distinguish three cases for the construction of the visit-sequences:
TC: Attribute evaluation starts, when the whole structure tree is completed. BU: Attribute evaluation is done interleaved with bottom-up tree construction. TD: Attribute evaluation is done interleaved with top-down tree construction.
For each rule q a visit-sequence VSq will be constructed separately. For any pair of rules q= Y: uXv and r=X: w VSq and VS r are constructed such that they fit together in the sequence of attribute evaluation and the moves between context q and context r (ancestor and descendant visits). This interface is defined by the disjoint partition of A x (Definition 4). Such an interface for the TC-and TD-case and m x = 6 is given below:
context q Ax, 6 Ax,4 Ax,2
Ax where fx is the smallest even number fx >= mx (for the TD-case).
In the BU-case tree construction and attribute evaluation starts from the leafs of the tree. Thus the first visit in the interface moves in upward direction: context q Ax, 6 Ax,4 Ax, 2 
VSp = {(MAPVS(X~ . a), MAPVS(Xj . b))l(X, 9 a, Xj. b)sEDP~} v {arbitrary arcs such that VSp is linearly ordered and
Vk, O, k = n v x, X = X o is the "largest" element}.
Note that attributes evaluated before the context p is entered the first time (the "smallest" inherited attributes of Xo in the TC-case and the "smallest" synthesized attributes of all X~, i> 0 in the BU-case) are not represented by a visit. Usually all attributes of terminal symbols are synthesized and implicitly defined by the symbol text. Thus terminal nodes need not be visited. The TD-case is similar to the TC-case. Additionally for each VSp it must be assured that the first visits of the descendants are ordered from left to right: (a) 0 < i <j =< n p implies (vl,i, 131, 
The visit-sequences are computed as described for the TC-case. The freedom of the arbitrary linearisation is used in order to achieve the above condition. In general that is not possible for all VSp. Thus we consider all symbols which would be visited "too late" for the first time in some context p:
LATE= {Xlthere is a p such that X=X~, i>0, and vl, i occurrs "too late" in VSp according to (a) or (b)}.
The set LATE contains all symbols X, for which the interface, i.e. the disjoint partitions of the attributes, must be changed such that the visit-sequences X occurrs in fit to conditions (a) and (b). Thus we add an empty set Ax,k, k = m x + 1, to the disjoint partitions of each X~LATE, if m x is even. (If m x is odd, the first visit of X does not depend on attributes and can be placed at an appropriate position in any visit-sequence.) Then the visit-sequences are recomputed using the updated interfaces. The added sets Ax, k will yield an additional visit of X for syntactic purpose only. It can be placed such that (a) and (b) hold, because it does not depend on any attributes.
In general some recomputed visit-sequences VSq, for q = Y:w and YeLATE violate condition (b), because the interface for Y changed. Therefore we iterate the computation of a new set LATE and new visit-sequences until the conditions hold for all VSq. The iteration terminates because the sets LATE are disjoint for all iteration steps, and V is finite.
The evaluation of the semantic condition SCp can be inserted in VSp at any place after the evaluation of the attributes it depends on.
The visit-sequences for our example (for the TC-case) can be computed as follows: 
Implementation of Visit-Sequences
The compiler phase for semantic analysis traverses through the structure tree and computes the attribute values. The control flow of this algorithm is exactly given by the visit-sequences. They describe which tree nodes are to be visited and which semantic functions are to be called. The visit-sequences can be translated into recursive procedures or coroutines or into the transition table of an automaton. The semantic functions (translated into the implementation language of the compiler) complete the compiler phase. (The situation is comparable to LLgrammars, which can be parsed by recursive procedures or table driven parsers, both augmented by actions appended to production rules.) In general a table driven algorithm is the most efficient implementation. An implementation using recursive procedures or coroutines is wei1 suited to extend a recursive descent parsing algorithm. In this section we show the principles of four implementation techniques. We assume that the visit-sequences are constructed such that attribute evaluation starts when tree construction is completed. It will be obvious how the implemen-248 u. Kastens tations must be modified if the attributes are evaluated interleaved with tree construction.
Implementation Using Coroutines
The implementation technique given here uses SIMULA-classes as coroutines. It can be easily transferred to other programming languages providing comparable control structures. We assume that each node of the structure tree is represented by an instance of a class. The type of the class is determined by the corresponding syntactic rule p. The tree structure is represented by references from a node to its descendants.
For each rule p = Xo: X1...X, a class definition is constructed. For rule P2 of our example it reads as follows: 
detach end
The semantic part is a straightforward implementation of the visit-sequence VSe: An ancestor visit is translated into a detach-statement. A visit of descendant X i is translated into a coroutine call call (Xi). Each attribute Xi. a in the visit-sequence is translated into a call of a semantic function in SFp defining its value.
Implementation Using Recursive Procedures
We assume that the nodes of the structure tree are represented by data structures with components for the attributes, references to the descendants, and a component indicating the derivation rule applied to the node. For each rule p = X0: X1...32, the visit-sequence VSp is split into m parts each terminated by an ancestor visit: 
esae
The ancestor visit at the end of VSp, i is implicitly implemented by the return from the procedure at the end of the body.
Implementation by a Stack Automaton
This implementation technique can easily be deduced from the previous one using recursive procedures: The structure tree is represented as in 6.2. All parts of all visit-sequences VSp,r as defined above are collected into a transition 
An Algorithm for Computing Visit-Sequences
This section discusses an abstract algorithm which checks whether a given AG is ordered, and computes the visit sequences for it. We show that in the worst case the complexity of the algorithm is bound by the product of the 4 th power of the maximum number of attributes associated to a symbol, the 3 rd power of the maximum length of a syntactic rule, and the length of the underlying context-free grammar. This is an important result compared to the intrinsic exponential complexity of well-definedness of AGs [4] . For most programming languages the number of attributes is rather small. Thus the complexity of the algorithm is suitable small for practical applications. The complexity of the algorithm is expressed by the size of the input grammar. Step 3 computes the disjoint partitions. In step 4 EDP § is computed and it is decided whether the AG is ordered.
Step 5 computes the visit-sequences.
Step [ 4) For the two loops on the second level IDI 2 is an upper bound for the arcs added by
addarctrans.
The complexity of the whole algorithm is given by the following sum:
Step The length of the context-free grammar contributes only linearly to the total complexity. The maximum length IRI of the syntactic rules is usually bound by a small constant. So the most significant item is IXl ~ the maximum number of attributes associated to a single symbol. For AGs defining programming languages this number will be rather small, too. Thus the computation of transitive closures can be implemented by more powerful set operations, which will reduce the complexity to O (IXl 3 IGI IRI2 ). An implementation of this algorithm on a SIEMENS 7760 needed about 60 seconds for the analysis of an AG for the rather large language PEARL (IXl = 25, ]a] = 849, ]R] = 8).
Conclusion
In this paper a new class of attributed grammars is introduced: ordered attributed grammars. The expressive power of ordered attributed grammars is larger than that of any other subclass of attributed grammars based on a fixed evaluation strategy. It is sufficiently large for the definition of programming languages.
U. Kastens
The class is well suited for both programming language definition and automatic compiler generation. The definition is based on the natural concept of linearly ordered dependencies between the attributes of syntactic units. Therefore a language designer can define the context dependent properties of the language statically, without considering any (predefined) evaluation strategy. The evaluation algorithm can be implemented in a simple and efficient way. It is parameterized by local evaluation rules, which are computed from the given attributed grammar. This principle is comparable to well known and widely used techniques for parser generation (e.g. LALR (1)-technique) . In [7] it is shown how this method can be integrated in a compiler generating system based on attributed grammars.
